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Coalition Speaks Out in D.C.
By Dave Horner
Between Thursday and Saturday of last
week, the members of the Kenyon Peace
Coalition and 30 Ohio citizens joined
groups from other states in Washington D.C.
to influence legislation on defense related
issues. This was the Peace Coalition's fourth
annual trip to D.C, where, this year, it also
protested the lobbying activity of General
Electric, one of the larger defense contractors
in the United States. United Campuses To
Prevent Nuclear War (UCAM), a national
organization that coordinates lobbying
against "excessive" national defense spen-
ding, sponsored the Peace Coalition's trip.
On Thursday, the Peace Coalition inform-
ed senators and representatives of UCAM's
platform on defense related issues. Kenyon
students, and other students from around the
country, encouraged their senators and
representative, verbally or by the way of their
presence, to cut future defense budgets and
to allocate large portions of this year's
defense budget to office maintenance and
payment of debts rather than to research and
new defense contracts. The group also asked
that Congress ratify the INF treaty quickly
and require congress and the executive to in-
terpret it "strictly".
On its second day in D.C, the Peace
Coalition protested General Electric's
"disproportionate influence on government
decision making" in front of G.E.'s lobbying
headquarters. Kenyon students, with groups
from other schools around the nation joining
the UCAM sponsored demonstration, deliv-
ered petitions which decried G.E.'s "role in
fueling the arms race" to its lobbying office.
The protest was six hours long, and ap-
parently coincided with Vice President
George Bush's meeting with G.E. officials.
During the final day of the trip, members
of the War Resisters League and other
liberal-activis- t organizations trained
members of the Peace Coalition in effective
civil disobedience and in "successful use of
the media".
Peace Coalition leader Jay Ritchlin aims to
interest more Kenyon students in the issues
which concern the organization. Expect an-
nouncements of movies and discussions on
the work and interests of the Peace Coalition
to appear soon.
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Senior Week to Experience Modifications
By Reid S. Carlberg
While it will retain many elements of
previous celebrations, this year's Senior
Week will be a little different than before.
According to Jennifer Simpson, Senior
class president, the long awaited Senior Week
will be changed so that some of the more
tedious activities can be eliminated. In order
to do this, Simpson explained, Senior Class
Committee has had to take a look at what has
and has not worked in the past.
"We decided," she said, "that some things,
like the Cedar Point trip, which had been
really poorly attended in the past, should be
dropped." With the Cedar Point trip, one of
the main considerations, besides poor atten-
dance, was that it removed students from the
campus.
"Senior Week is essentially a week for peo-
ple to be together," she explained. "The focus
is on campus because it is their the senior's
last week here."
However, Senior Week will continue to
contain the usual films, videos, bands and
traditional activities like the Senior Sing and
the Baccalaureate.
The bands for Senior Week will include
Loved By Millions, starting off Sunday
night; First Light, an up and coming reggae
band from Cleveland; George Berdard and
the Kingpins from Ann Arbor, MI,
specializing in rockabilly; and several College
bands who will be featured during the day.
Besides the music, there is also a canoe trip
down the Mohican river. "It's a two and a
half hour float down the Mohican," Simpson
explained, "that will give Students a good
time to enjoy and relax with friends."
For the first time ever, this year's Senior
Week will allow seniors to tube down the
Kokosing. Because there is no set time for
this activity, students will be allowed to check
out innertubes from the College and go tub
ing with a few of their friends.
Other events for the week include the
President's Reception on the lawn of
Cromwell Cottage, complete with cham-
pagne, a Sunrise Breakfast, the film Good
Morning Vietnam and many specialty meals
sponsored by ARA.
"We've got some good stuff," Simpson
continued. "We're not pulling any cheezies
on this week, so it should be good."
Senior Week officially starts on Tuesday
May 15, with the Sunrise Brunch at 11:30
a.m. The plans made by the Senior Class
Committee, including the bands, the movies,
a block party at the New Apartments and
the free flowing, constantly moving beer
truck, are all paid for through Senior Class
dues. The dues have also helped to fund such
events throughout the year as the Fall Senior
dinner and the upcoming Spring Senior din-
ner to be held in the Great Hall.
i
Classics Professor Robert Bennett's office door.
Circled is "FACET", carved by vandals over the
weekend in apparent reference to Mr. Bennet 's sex-
ual preference.
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AnthSoc Dept.
Plans Relocation
The anthropology and sociology depart-
ments now located in Bailey House are
scheduled to be relocated in two stages. The
faculty house located next to the Dean of
Students home on Ward Street is expected to
house both departments by the beginning of
the 1989-199- 0 school year.
The first stage of the relocation will begin
this summer with renovations on the house.
The planned renovations, said Academic
Dean Maryanne Ward, will be inexpensive
and will allow the building to accommodate a
28 person classroom, an anthropology and
archaeology laboratory and three faculty of-
fices. "The solid construction of the building
lends itself well to our plans," said Dean
Ward who expects students to have classes on
the second floor of the building next year.
The conversion of the first floor expected
to take place next year will provide offices for
the remaining faculty members of both depart-
ments.
Bailey House will continue to serve in its
present capacity following the relocation.
The faculty offices in Bailey will most likely
house one or possibly two academic
LSU Swim Coach Appointed New Athletic Director
Samuel J. Freas, men's and women's swim
coach at Louisiana State University, has been
appointed director of physical education and
athletics at Kenyon College. He replaces Jef-
frey Vennell, who resigned in November 1987
to take a similar post at the University of
Rochester.
"We are fortunate to have someone of
Freas's experience at Kenyon," says the Col-
lege's Dean of Students Thomas J--. Edwards.
"He has been successful as both a coach and
an administrator of athletic programs at large
and small institutions. Freas is committed to
the total Division III program, including
athletics, physical education, and intramural
and recreational programs."
Freas had been at Louisiana State since
1986. In that time, his men's and women's
teams have been among the top 10 in the na
tion. His men's team claimed its highest
finish under his tutelage with a sixth-plac- e
showing at the 1988 Division I national
championship.
Prior to his arrival at Louisiana State,
Freas was the men's and women's swim coach
at the University of Arkansas. While there,
his teams were also in the top 10 in the na-
tion. In 1985, he was named the Southwest
Conference Women's Coach of the Year.
Freas has been a member of the physical
education faculty at the University of Iowa;
at Allegheny College, where he also coached
swimming, soccer, and track and field; at the
State University of New York at Potsdam,
where he coached water polo, swimming, and
track and field; and at Springfield College.
His most recent administrative experience
has been as executive director of the College
Swim Coaches Association of America
(CSCAA), a position he has held since 1986.
In that capacity, he has arranged television
and media contracts for the CSCAA and, in
his first year, raised more than half a million
dollars for the association.
Freas has also been president of the
CSCAA and of the Games People Play, Inc.,
chair of the U.S. National Swim Team Selec-
tion Committee in 1984, director of the U.S.
International Meet in 1985, director of the
Olympic Development Swim Camp in 1982,
and director of the NCAA Division II Swim-
ming and Diving Championships in 1975.
On his appointment, Freas says, "Kenyon
is one of the finest liberal arts colleges in the
country, and I was pleased to be chosen
director of athletics. I anticipate that Kenyon
see FREAS page eight
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Letter From the Editor
"The evil men do lives after them, the good is oft interred with their bones ..."
To the Community:
With this issue, my tenure as Editor-in-Chi- ef of the Collegian comes to an end. Next
week's issue will be prepared by a new staff and a new Chief, all of whom inspire my
complete confidence. Hopefully, they will inspire as much bathroom graffitti and hate
mail as I have.
I sincerely hope that my name is forgotten by the newspaper and its readers, that the
ideas here explored may no longer be tainted by association with me. But I sincerely
hope as well that the ideas themselves haunt this college for years to come. If the debates
over the value of fraternities, the definition of acceptable pedagogy, or the rights of
minorities no longer appear in these pages, I will be truly concerned for this College.
There are also issues that I wish we had broached together. For example, what are the
implications of Kenyon College as Kenyon College Inc., a business venture which must
be ruled by economic over moral or political questions? What is or should be the role of
students in determining the direction of their own education via control of curriculum
or distribution requirements? Lastly, what is the true meaning of that word "communi-
ty" which we all throw around so carelessly? What does it offer to and demand of us?
Perhaps the question I will leave you with is the one I see as propelling my interest in
this newspaper in the first place: Is the measure of one's loyalty to Kenyon (or anything
else for that matter) expressed by accepting its flaws or by trying to correct them by bring-
ing them to light. If this newspaper has said nothing else this year, I hope it has shouted
clearly from the rooftops: a commitment to anything implies a responsibility to fight to
improve it.
With that commitment in mind, I remain,
Sincerely Yours,
Paul Singer
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Senate Charged With Unfair Treatment of IFC
To the Editor:
During the last couple of weeks the IFC
has been bombarded with demands from
Senate to submit a Mid-Wint- er Rush pro-
posal. This demand came regardless of the
fact that the IFC submitted what it thought
was the best Rush possible for the entire cam-
pus, an early Fall Rush. Previous to the sub-
mitted proposal, the IFC submitted a two
page report on the success of a newly
established "dry" rush. The length of the
Rush period was the only alteration to allow
fraternities to spread their event out and give
the freshmen additional time to evaluate
fraternities. The IFC also placed the Rush
period so that the freshmen would have Oc-
tober Break at the end of Rush, so they could
evaluate fraternities with a different perspec-
tive. On the basis of last year's success and
the minor change, the IFC does not see the
need for a Mid-Wint- er Rush. This, however,
was not sufficient for Senate, and they have
demanded a full Mid-Wint- er Rush Proposal
(M-W.R.P-
.).
The IFC, after long discussion about the
matter of submitting a M-W.R.- P., felt that it
was not their duty to submit a document they
cannot endorse at this time. Senate has subse-
quently forced them to make one with the
threat of not considering the original Fall
Rush proposal until a Mid-Wint- er proposal is
submitted. The IFC will submit a M-W.R.- P.,
but they do not believe that there has been
significant problems with the current system
to warrant such a drastic change. Along with
the M-W.R- .P. they will submit a report
stating the reasons why not to have a Mid-Wint- er
Rush and a letter acknowledging that
THE READERS VRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be signed and
typed, doubled spaced. The Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission. ,
Short Ignores Social Contract
To the Editor:
I must say that I have found Professor
Short's claim entirely unsubstantiated that
President Jordan's admonition of the Delta
Phi fraternity "violates students' right to
speech". Short ignores an important point
about the nature of a college as a private in-stitit- ion
the ability to set and maintain cer-
tain standards of conduct and behavior.
Thus it is possible for the Mount Vernon
Nazarene College to forbid dancing, drink-
ing, and social intercourse between the sexes
on campus, without denying any constitu-
tional rights.
In a more generous approach, Kenyon's
Student Handbook states that the College's
"restrictions and regulations have been kept
at a minimum consistent with the welfare of
individuals and of the community. Responsi-
ble behavior is set forth as a challenge and as
an opportunity. That is, while the College
does not force students into conformity it
does not believe that students should be left
entirely on their own to set standards of
behavior and to develop self-discipli- ne. . . .
Too frequently it is immature and anti-soci- al
acts which are the most visible to impres-
sionable students seeking models and stan-
dards. . . ." Obviously Jordan has judged the
the IFC does not endorse this proposal. They
have already suggested that a joint
SenateIFC committee be established to
evaluate the possibility of alternative Rushes.
When this was suggested Senate told the IFC
that this was their duty since they represent
the campus.
If the Senate thinks that they know more
about what the purpose and goals of Rush
are then the IFC welcomes that Senate help
them in future years. However, currently the
IFC feels that a M-W.R- .P. is inadequate due
to the lack of research that has been done on
the student body and other colleges which
have a Mid-Wint- er Rush. They feel that the
current Fall Rush suits Kenyon best, and that
is why it has been endorsed by Senate for the
past 17 years.
Pieter Wernink IFC President
infamous invite to be immature and anti
social, and has acted accordingly. The pre-
sident did not condemn those who chose not to
take part in the GayLesbian Awareness
Week, nor did he discourage opposite op-
inion or satire, as Short suggests. It so ha-
ppens that what Short calls satire in the invite
openly discouraged people of certain sexual
persuasions from attending the party: this is
intolerance, which is contrary to the policies
of the College. The fact that initially the i-
nvite had a restricted circulation is unimp-
ortantits later wide publicity made it
necessary for the president to make a stat-
ement.
President Jordan has in no way blocked
any reasonable channels of disapproval oi
satire. If freedom of speech has been stifled,
then you and I must be hallucinating right
now.
Short further undermines his argument by
expressing disapproval at the GayStraight
Alliance's techniques for bringing out the
issue of homosexuality for debate. The CSA
has the very same right of free speech to
declare Tuesday black or Wednesday denim.
If some or many people find these declar-
ations offensive and irritating, they can ignore
them or express disapproval. What is per-se- e
KLEIN pageeish;
Major Questions Comps Grading
To the Editor:
There is a problem with the psychology
department's grading of comps which has led
to .dissatisfaction among majors and prob-
ably also among professors. There were 21
out of 44 rewrites required. Among them
were the comps of all of the honors students
and double majors. Something is wrong here;
either comps are being graded too harshly, or
students don't care.
By the first alternative, I don't mean to
rage against high standards. During our
three-and-a-ha- lf years at Kenyon, we've
learned through trial and error the amount of
work required to get good grades. What is
troublesome about psych comps is that,
although they are supposed to represent in
some way our acquired knowledge, standards
are not the same as were required for our
classes.
But it is not simply that the amount of fails
seems unwarranted. The amount of comps
that have been awarded with distinction
(none in the past 7 years) also seems unwar-
ranted. This fact proves, at least to me, that
psych comps are in fact overcritically graded.
In seven years, there have been double m-
ajors, triple majors and Phi Beta Kappas in
the psych department. It's unbelievable
(read, 'simply not true') that none of these
should have produced 'distinction' quality
comps.
In intro psych, we learned about psycho-
logy's constant struggle for legitimacy as a
discipline and a science. Many psych majors
are of the opinion that the overly critical
grading has more to do with the political
departmental struggle for legitimacy, rather
see COMPS pageeiiki
Letters Continued
On Page Eight
GSA Homophobia
Claim Has Merit
To the Editor:
Concerning Dan C. McGuire's letter of
April and the subsequent letters in the sane
genre: What about those of us who "sincerely
feel" that homophobia is "not right"? Are
to ignore and accept a homophobic society as
the majority of people ignored and accept
racism in the not-so-dista- nt past? For the
sake of progress (and those who are presently
suffering the attacks of vocal and insensitive
homophobics), I hope not. How many tims
have you heard a GSA supporter callin!
someone "homophobic" or "straight" as 1
direct insult? Ask yourself this: How man)
times have you heard of or actually heard i-
nsults such as "dyke" or "fag" used directly'
With these questions in mind, think about
why the GSA might want to continue the
"campus-wid- e cry of homophobia".
Sincerely,
Amy Malkoff, '88
APR. 21, 1988
PAGE THREE
Political Scientist Analyzes Irony of American Democracy
By Becky Walker terests of minorities. Barber ,
... .attributed this tv anuH amm v, k. : : controli and.,,...:. .uthe r.u
On Monday evening, April 18, Benjamin
Barber, Professor of Political Science at
Rutgers University, addressed Kenyon facul-
ty and students on the Constitution as a
democratic document and more generally,
democracy in modern U.S. society. His lec-
ture was segmented into two parts, the first
dealing with the history and interpretation of
the Constitution as a foundation for a
democratic society, and the second addressi-
ng the system of representation in its en-
couragement of an apathetic electorate and
citizenry.
Barber began by posing the question: how
democratic was the Constitution at the time
of its conception? Although the parties pre-
sent in Philadelphia varied in class and in-
terests. Barber claimed that on the whole the
document as understood by the founding
fathers was basically anti-democrat- ic. The
founding fathers were basically from the up-
per echelons of post-coloni- al American socie-
ty, which gave an air of elitism to the conven-
tion. In addition, the leaders of the Revolu-
tion, who were more sympathetic to the
ideals of equality and democracy, were ab-
sent from the convention (he noted that
writers have attributed this absence to the ap-
parent split between the ideals expressed in
the Declaration of Independence and the
system established under the Constitution).
Most importantly, Barber identified the
founding fathers' distrust of the people or
masses and referred to the writings of
Madison and Hamilton in the Federalist
Papers to substantiate his point. The conven-
tion delegates were primarily concerned with
instituting controls over the people's ability
to directly influence the government. The
people were considered to be easily misled,
and majority rule tended to result in a tyran-
ny of the masses over and against the in- -
concern of the delegates over the empower-
ment of the masses to the mood of distrust of
the human spirit, which was apparent in the
writings of the Enlightenment thinkers.
Thus, the character of the historical cir-
cumstances in which the Constitution was
conceived, Barber asserted, was anything but
democratic.
What about the document itself: even if it
was written under such antagonistic condi-
tions, certainly the final outcome was a docu-
ment upholding the principles of democracy?
Barber claimed that, although stating "we the
people" was a proclamation of the people's
establishment of their government, suffrage
was limited by sex and race. The amendment
process does give substance to the claim that
the people were given power over their
government, but the two-third- s necessary for
ratification has proven to effectively limit the
people's voice. Barber points out that only
sixteen amendments to the constitution have
been passed in over two hundred years. The
amendment process has insulated the govern-
ment from much significant opposition over
the course of American history. The very
' device of representation had as its main ob-
jective the checking of the people's influence
on the government. Representation was
sought as a guarantee that the people's voice
would not be heard, and rather, that the deci-
sions be made by the "best men of the land."
The people were not even trusted to elect
their president directly.
Yet, despite all the indications and
evidence, Barber still holds that the Constitu-
tion has in its effect become an expression of
the democratic society. First, aside from the
anti-democra- tic nature in which it was con-
ceived, it has become a symbolic representa-
tion of the democratic spirit. Second, the
language of the document is flexible, broad,
and lends itself to interpretation. This fluidi- -
Night Words Remembers Holocaust
By John Douglass
As last Wednesday's late afternoon clouds
slowly drifted by overhead, the theatrical
event Night Words was performed in Bolton
Theater Garden. Night Words, a midrash on
the Holocaust, was performed in conjunction
with the Kenyon College Drama Club and the
Chaplain's Office, bringing in International
Holocaust Remembrance Day.
Though there were several different con-
cepts considered throughout Night Words,
the most prominent one was the personal
anguish of Holocaust victims and their at-
tempts to understand why it happened. Rick
Horak played an historian and a "con-
science" who explained some of the atrocities
the Nazis had committed against the Jewish
Holocaust victims during their reign of
power. Many members of the cast portrayed
Holocaust victims, explaining their stories of
life under the brutal power of the Nazis; the
capture and deportation from their homes; the
separation of loved ones and families; the
horrible treatment inside the camps.
At one point during the play, the Nazi
soldier put all the victims in line, and wrote
letters and numbers on each persons fore-
arm; all victim's names on Nazi death lists
were listed in alphabetical order, and the
death tolls always started over again after the
count reached two-hundred-thousa- nd. This
section of the play gave a vivid image of the
sheer helplessness the victims must have felt.
Integrated into the event were attempts to
understand the Holocaust in terms of God
and religion. There were several different
readings from and allusions to the Bible,
prayers to God in Hebrew, and questions to
God about where God was while it was going
on. The Nazis, and other earlier groups, had
attempted to rationalize the mass annihila-
tion of millions of people and the suffering of
countless others as religious sacrifices, in-
stead of recognizing them for what they are:
murder. All this must have meant something,
but what?
At the end of Night Words members of the
cast stood in a line in front of the audience
and repeated the same word: Alone. This
single word did not mean just individuals
alone being murdered by the Nazis, but also
the isolation of the Jewish community in the
Holocaust with regard to the whole world.
The Holocaust was not known to many areas
of the world until the American and Soviet
troops rolled in in 1945. Holocaust victims
were alone to the world. Night Words was an
appropriate and moving way to begin Inter-
national Holocaust Rememberance Day.
iy ainoiguny nas oeen instrumental in
providing for groups of people whose citizen-
ship would not have been imagined by the
founders. The rhetoric of the Constitution
has allowed for the appeals of the dispossessed
to be made without the total eradication of
the existing government and the Constitution
itself. He illustrated this idea by claiming that
those who made war on slavery could appeal
to the rhetoric of rights in the Constitution,
thereby allowing for the emancipation of the
slaves without abolishing the Constitution
(the 14th and 15th amendments he sees as
purely measures of clarification). The
development of party government which
was despised by the founders has given a
much-neede- d voice to the people and has
been easily incorporated into the representa-
tional system ooutlined by the Constitution.
Barber claimed that the-flexibil- ity of the
Constitution has ironically led to a crucial
role for the judiciary. Those who wish to ex-
pand the sphere of justice and equality have
looked to the courts for recourse instead of
their representatives. The document meant to
quiet power of the masses has
become their primary weapon against the
governing bodies that have ignored them.
There was no attempt by Congress to enact
anti-discriminat-
ory legislation in the sixties,
but rather this change had to be initiated
through the courts. "The best friend of
equality is the courts and the Constitution,"
stated Barber.
This ironic twist of events, however, points
for Barber to an even deeper problem in U.S.
politics: the people must seek justice in the
courts rather than through their represen-
tatives. The device of political representa-
tion, which was intended to contain the peo-
ple's power, has succeeded in disempowering
them. Barber feels the founders did their
worked too well and have created a system of
deference and political apathy. People have
deferred politics to their representatives; they
no longer participate in their own self govern-
ment. The people have stopped being citi-
zens. The only citizens left, Barber says, are
the professional politicians. The privativism
see BARBER page eight
Kenyon Students Rise Against War
By Alexandra Walker
"Money for tuition! Not for ammunition!"
This chant was just one of the many pithy
phrases shouted by hundreds of college
students as we marched down Constitution
Avenue last Thursday morning. We were on
our way to Capitol Hill to lobby our senators
and congresspersons to support measures for
nuclear disarmament. Ten Kenyon students
joined students from all over the country for
the fifth annual UCAM (United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War) Lobby Day.
While the march to the Capitol and the ral-
ly on the Capitol lawn were reminiscent of
the kind of emotional, expressive demonstra-
tions which occurred in the '60s and early
70s, they served a primarily inspirational
function for the UCAM group. Our main
purpose was to act on our complaints by
focusing our efforts on those who have the
immediate power to change: elected officials.
This year's Lobby Day occurred at a cri-
tical juncture in the disarmament movement,
as the INF Treaty will be coming to a vote in
the full Senate in late April or early May.
Consequently, encouraging ratification of
the treaty was one of the three major issues
on the day's agenda. We also discussed the
possibilities of a Mutual Nuclear Warhead
Testing Moratorium and cuts in SDI fun-
ding.
UCAM provided us with an abundance of
information to ensure that we wouldn't
engage in solely ideological debates with our
senators and representatives. We entered our
appointments with mentioned above. On
Thursday morning professional disarmament
lobbyists briefed each state delegation as to
which approach best suited their respective
lawmakers. UCAM also provided a voting
Speaker Redirects Focus of Talk
To the Editor:
I would like to respond to the coverage of
my lecture on education and apartheid which
formed part of the Struggle for Southern
Africa series. The article well illustrated the
points I made about the effectiveness of
apartheid in denying to most South Africans
the possibility of acquiring skills and train-
ing, and about the contradictions which have
recently arisen as a result of this policy. How-
ever I would like to emphasize that apartheid
has been strikingly unsuccessful in making
black South Africans accept this fate. One
thread of the history of black education in
the last twelve years is a proud and powerful
story of attempts by students to fashion an
education free of the racist assumptions of
Bantu Education. And it is the black school
children who have taught their parents to
stand up for their rights and mobilize against
the Nationalist Government. Those of us
who joined the anti-aparthe- id movements in
South Africa owe much to the example of
courage and principle set by the social
children in the townships in the face of in-
timidation by the state.
Sincerely,
Pamela Scully
history for each senator and representative so
that we would understand what requests and
arguments would be both persuasive and
realistic.
While many were sympathetic to our
cause, many were not, and it was necessary to
find a common ground from which to talk in
order to prevent the meeting from being
totally futile. Responses ranged from
senators coming out (often only the aides
were "available" to talk) and giving everyone
gallery passes to the Senate, to represen-
tatives bringing out huge glossy photographs
of amputee Afghanistani children (victims of
Soviet bombings) at the first mention of arms
reductions. However, while we may not have
changed everyone's mind, most of us learned
a lot from the meetings.
One of the speakers at the rally had em-
phasized the fact that social change is best
achieved with a little "creative disorder." Ac-
cordingly, UCAM organized an action in
front of the downtown General Electric of-
fice on Friday to protest their role in fueling
the arms race. GE is the third largest defense
contractor in the nation, and, according to
UCAM information, "contributes to a spiral-in- g
arms buildup by influencing government
policy on nuclear weapons by aggressively
lobbying the Pentagon and Congress."
Students gathered in front of the office en-
trance getting passersby to sign pledges to
boycott GE products and educating them on
GE's activities.
The two day event exposed us to the dif-
ferent aspects of social change: working
within the system and working outside of it.
It was also motivating in the sense that we
were among hundreds of people that held the
same opinions as we, an unusual sensation
coming from a small school like Kenyon.
Win Boerckel, a sophomore participant,
remarked, "We didn't go there thinking that
our lobbying and protest would rid the world
of nuclear arms by Friday. However, we did
make other consumers and citizens aware
that GE makes more than just lightbulbs
perhaps a few might actually think twice
before buying one of their products. We also
did make some senators and representatives
aware of the presence in an election year as a
group of educated and active voters living in
their district who support arms reduction.
We couldn't and didn't expect to change the
world in two days. But we did try to make
people more aware of what's going on, where
we stand as voters and consumers, and why.
Sometimes that's the best you can hope to
do."
Season
The Kenyon College Drama Club will pre-
sent "Praying Mantis" as the final play of the
year tonight thru Saturday in the Hill theater.
Directed by Professor Marley, this play
traces the story of three sisters with a deep
dark secret. The story begins when the sisters
are waiting for the arrival of a suitor for the
youngest of the sisters. This play is a com-
edy, a mystery and as senior Amanda Foster
puts it "a very bizarre play."
Praying Mantis stars Amanda Foster, Meg
Raczak and Laura Mills as the sisters and
Chad Taylor and Martin Dockery as the men
in their world. There are two actresses who
play a major part of the mystery of this play
and so we will not divulge their identity.
Costumes are designed by Professor Jean
Brookman with sets by Kim Mentser and
lights by David Starr. Don't miss your last
chance for great drama of this semester.
Tickets are free with ID and $3.50 for the
public. The Bolton Theater box office is open
from 1- -5 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
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Kenyon to Host Speaker
To the Editor:
The spirit and interest shown during
Homeless Awareness Week was tremendous.
Students are now regularly volunteering at
The Open Shelter in Columbus. More atten-
tion is being paid to how much food is wasted
everyday in the dining halls. The presentation
by Jacob Holdt was so moving that students
would like, to see, "American Pictures,"
become a Kenyon tradition. 1 would like to
commend the students and reinforce the
message of Joy Eckstine ("Homelessness
Group Urges Continued Action," Collegian,
April 7).
These events should propel us to think
about some of the structural causes. One ma-
jor cause is the transformation of the
American economy. Who can better speak to
this issue than a steel worker who lost his job
(along with 2000 others) when U.S. Steel shut
its Duquesne Works in. 1984? Mr. Jim Benn,
former steel worker, currently a community
and industrial activist, will address the Ken-
yon community on Wednesday on April 27 at
8:00 p.m. in the Biology Auditorium.
Mr. Benn has been called a, "Hero For
Hard Times," by the national magazine,
Mother Jones. As a steel worker, Mr. Benn
was involved in organizing food banks and
fighting mortgage foreclosures as many
plants were closing during the 1980s. But
now, he is involved in addressing the causes.
Mr. Benn will share how communities have
come together to develop a plan to revitalize
KCDC Ends
our industrial base. He is involved with a
coalition of church, labor, community, small
business, and local government officials
working together on what they call a com-
munity approach to reindustrialization.
What is a community approach? Can this
work? Has it worked? Come and ask Mr.
Benn these questions.
Credit goes to Student Lectureships, Gam-bie- r
Organization For Cultural Awareness,,
and People For A Responsible Citizenry who
have invited this exciting speaker on the issue
of economic decline and what communities
are doing to gain more control over their
destinies. Mr. Benn's lecture promises to in-
crease our cultural awareness. And he is cer-
tainly exemplary of a responsible citizen.
Anyone interested in joining him for dinner
before the lecture should meet in Pierce Hall
lobby at 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday.
I'm writing to "urge everyone students,
staff, faculty, and the Knox County com-
munity to support this student initiative. His
talk brings together economic, political, social
and moral issues of our day and in this elec-
tion year. I hope that the Collegian will
publicize this event and cover Mr. Benn's lec-
ture. I look forward to seeing you on
Wednesday, April 27:
Sincerely yours,
Esther S. Merves
Visiting Assistant Professor
By Mario Oliverio, II
It's April, classes are winding down, the
sun is shining longer, and suddenly
everybody has got mucho time on their
hands. There's just one problem: we're all
stuck in Gambier.
For some people, being "stuck" in Gambier
will be the most exciting time of their
lives those who are destined to be accoun-
tants, that is. However, for the rest of us who
no longer find it stimulating to guess what
ARA will be calling "Roast Top Round" this
week or going to see part three of KFS' film-festiv- al
on the "Mysterious Tree-Peop- le of
Tegucigalpa", the thrill is gone.
Luckily for us -t- he fast-pace- d, jet-se- t,
crowd Gambier is within mere hours drive
to many places which host as much excite-
ment as downtown Beirut during faction
wars. For those of you who have a hankering
for a canal town set in the egregious 1840's,
then Roscoe Village in Coshocton is your
dream made real. A snug town with a friend-
ly air, Roscoe Village has a melange of little
shops including an ice cream parlor with ice
cream almost as good as Sealtest.
Or, if prying into private lives is more in
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To the Editor:
To the Editor:
Bigotry Dooms Culture
With respect to Peter Whitcopfs letter in
the April 14 edition of the Collegian, I would
like to contribute my own response. Unlike
Mr. Whitcopf, I do not consider the Bible "to
be outmoded," or "wrong." According to
Christian doctrine in both the Old and New
Testaments, homosexuality and lesbianism
are blatantly wrong and unacceptable (please
see Leviticus 18:22 and Romans 1:24-27- ). As
a firm believer, I do not embrace or support
the notion that each person has his or her
choice of sexual preferences.
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Nonetheless, I do not and will not avoid or
alienate those who are gay or lesbian. In ac-cordan- ce
with Biblical teaching, I believe we
should have compassion and concern for
homosexuals and lesbians, not an attitude of
fear and discrimination. Even if one is gay or
lesbian, he or she is a human being possessiru
the same feelings and confronting the same
difficulties that anyone experiences. As a
Christian, my role is not one of support for
gay or lesbian rights and activities, but a pos-
ition of service and care.
Sincerely,
Brian Uhlinger '90
Gays Need Compassion
The other night, in the midst of a heated
debate, the following was said to me by a
freshman male: "I think all homosexuals
should be rounded up and exterminated. It
will clear the gene pool."
I don't think it is melodramatic to ask the
readers of this paper to think back to their
European History class and recall a famous
person who also believed the above state-
ment. I recall that the chancellor of Germany
from 1933 to 1945 subscribed to this philos-
ophy.
Is Kenyon College willing and able to take
on the responsibility ofeducating students of
Hitler? I believe not. If this practice of bla
your line then I urge you to go to Holmes
County, specifically Sugar Creek and Berlin,
to see the Amish at work, play, and love.
Like Roscoe Village, these little hamlets are
conveniently supplied with dreamy scenery
and old-fashjon- ed shops wjth 1988 prices.
"What, ho!" you say. Cutesy scenery and
quaint shops just don't do it for you? You
say you need rugged terrain to prove
yourself? This doctor prescribes a dose of
Hocking Hills in, yes, Hocking County. Rid-
dled with trails, this is one place where even a
Kenyon student can play mountaineer for the
day. If you do go to Hocking Hills then don't
miss "Old Man's Cave", one of the largest
caves in the area and oh-bo- y is it exciting
Besides, the recent rumor of the "Hocking
Hills Hacker" has never been confirmed, give
or take a missing body.
Gadzooks! This is only the beginning
though. For picnics and wagon rides I strong-
ly suggest Malabar Farms, an ideal place for
guys to take their gal pals and vice versa.
Mansfield is another winning setting for a
romantic tryst with its King Woods Center
and flower shows of sorts. For the Davey
Crocket in all of us no other place in Ohio
comes close to the Mohican camDine
tant discrimination had been followed
throughout history think of what we would
have lost. I offer but a few examples:
The music of Tchaikovsky and Benjamin
Britton; The writings of Oscar Wilde, Ge-
rtrude Stein, Tennessee Williams, Herman
Melville and James Baldwin; The perfo-
rmances of Bob Fosse and Rock Hudson; The
philosophy of Plato, Socrates and Aristotle;
The art of Leonardo Da Vinci and Mich-
elangelo; The Politics of Harvey Milk.
The world's culture would be greatly
reduced had the painter of the Mona Lisa or
the commissioner of the King James Bible
been "exterminated" by radical intolerance.
Sincerely yours,
Christopher Myott, '91
"Heart of it All" Offers Relaxing Times
grounds. Hiking, camping, canoeing, the
mighty Mohican has it all. It's only about a
twenty-fiv- e minute drive from here, less if
you speed, and the price is almost fair.
If all these forementioned places remind
you of such words as bucolic or rustic then
remember that Columbus, the Scranton of
Ohio, is only fifty miles from the strenuous
streets of Gambier. Take in a movie, ride in a
taxi, sign up for summer classes at O.S.U.;
it's all in Columbus and it's all for you.
Woodsy Owl says
Stash Your Trash
Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. O
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Breaking Away
Breaking Away. Directed by Peter Yates.
Starring Dennis Christopher, Dennis Quaid
and Paul Dooley. 1979. 99 minutes. Rated
PG.
Set in a college town, Breaking Away is a
film that explores the thoughts and feelings
of four young men who do not attend col-
lege. Life in Bloomington, Indiana, can be
great if you attend Indiana University. But
for Mike, Dave, Cyril, and Moocher, who do
not attend any college, it is just day after day
of wondering if life is passing them by. Often
ridiculed as "townies" and "cutters" by
several snobby college students, the four
struggle to escape the label of worthlessness
that has been put on them. For Mike
(Quaid), this consists of reminiscing of his
high school football stardom and a burning
desire to fight with the college students.
Moocher (Jackie Earle Haley) gets married,
and Cyril (Daniel Stern) . . . well, Cyril is just
Cyril. Dave (Christopher) is the most talented
of the foursome. He has the best grades,
possibly good enough to get into Indiana
University, but feels more comfortable with
his friends. He is also an excellent bike racer.
Comically, his logic follows that, as the
Italians are the best racing team in the world,
He must himself "become" Italian to escape
his status. This serves to enrage his red,
white, and blue collar dad (Dooley), who
hates coming home to Italian opera music
and foods that all end with "ini" (linguini,
fettucini, etc.) Fortunately for Dave, the act
wins him the affections of a beautiful college
co-e- d (as well as the anger of her snobbish
boyfriend). But through his relationship with
her, Dave comes to see it will take more than
a superficial appearance to get him anywhere
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Spring Dance Concert Boasts Students Talents, Efforts
By David A. Schwartz
The Kenyon College Drama Club
presented the 1988 Spring Dance Convert
last weekend and as usual the Kenyon dance
ensemble topped itself.
Starting off the concert was an interesting
piece "Rivalling Harmonies" choreographed
by senior Tom Morris. This piece was in-
teresting but did not live up to the expectat-
ions that the opening piece normally carries.
Rather than starting off the concert with a
bang, this piece just happened. Following
that dance was "Passages" choreographed by
senior Vicki Kinsey and danced by Kinsey
and sophomore Peter Kyle. This was the best
piece of the evening and was a fine ending to
a great Kenyon career for senior Kinsey. Ken-
neth Burgomaster composed and performed
the music which added immensely to the en-
tire nature of the piece. "Passages" dealt with
the course of a relationship from the excite-
ment of the first encounter to the bitter break
up of the union. The costumes for this piece
were interesting. While Kinsey wore the
perfect dress that flowed and moved with the
grace of the dance, Kyle's costume unfort-
unately looked like he was ready for the next
shift as a hospital intern.
The following dance was Peter Kyle's piece
"Just Between Friends." The costumes in this
piece were great, as all dancers wore bright
overalls. This was just a fun dance to watch
as the dancers really seemed to enjoy doing
this piece. Not only did the dancers get to act
ill
f
rt, ;
Dancers perform to Bach's Concerto for Two Violins in "For Lesley.'
like kids but they also got to swing over the
audience on a swing. Finishing off the first
act was Catherine Stewart and Annie
Wickham's "The Battle Between Carnival and
Lent" inspired by the painting of the same
name by Breughel. Costumes and Lights
were designed by Wickham and these proved
to be the most ambitious of the evening.
There were many moments in this piece that
looked exactly like a painting come to life.
The credit really should go to Stewart for
choreographing this difficult peice. The en
FILMS
in life, and after several fruitless run-in'- s with
the college snobs, the other three start to
realize that they will also have to give a
greater effort to rise above their status as
"cutters". The film ends with a big bike race
that pits the "Cutter" team against some of
the best Indiana University has to offer, and
the result will leave you cheering.
A breakthrough film for oft maligned
director Peter Yates, Breaking A way is a win-
ning comedy about the lives of four young
men waiting to prove themselves to a college
town that won't give them a chance. Dan C.
McGuire
Bliss
Bliss Directed by Ray Lawrence. Starring
Barry Otto, Helen Jones. 110 minutes. 1985.
Rated R.
Bliss is the story of Harry Joy (Barry
Otto), a man who decides that his life isn't all
it's cracked up to be. So, like anyone else,
would, he makes a few subtle changes. If
you're into understatements, then this is the
basic plot of a film which has wowed au-
diences across the globe.
After a brush with death in the form of a
heart attack, Joy awakens to the horrible
realization that his world is and has been sor-
didly crumbling around him. This turns him
into a seething idealist of sorts, persuading
his son that commitment to a psychiatric
hospital is the only solution for dear old dad.
But nothing can stop Harry from reshaping
his life at this point. Determined to return to
innocence, Harry pursues an intriguing
courtesan named Honey Barbara (Helen
Jones) into the countryside to seek a new life
while avidly cultivating his favorite
; l r X
An i
ding of the piece however was a bit weak and
did not seem to follow the rest of the
movements and ideas.
Starting off the second Act was the revised
version of a dance first performed in the last
concert "For Lesley" choreographed by
Assistant Dance Instructor Nancy Scotford.
This was the longest piece of the evening but
it was beautiful. It looked like a different
dance on the thrust stage of the Bolton as
compared to the other production in the Hill.
Dez David's dance "Rapid Pulse" was
Based on a Peter Carey novel, Bliss is a
movie of prevalent and bizarre symbolism
with a message relevant to life in our times.
Filled with imagery and characters, Bliss is a
light and comical movie which portrays the
story of a common man without being bogged
down by effect or annoying dead weight.
An Australian film, it has received acclaim
from moviegoers worldwide. But be warned:
Bliss is as innovative in its approach as The
Wall, and perhaps as entertaining as well. I
don't know quite what to say about Bliss. It's
kind of like oysters you really have to try it
and see if it suits your own tastes. If you want
a buffet of unusual and priceless movie enter-
tainment, however, you'll be in Rosse Hall
for Bliss this weekend. Todd Van Fossen
From Here
to Eternity
From Here to Eternity. Starring Frank
Sinatra. Directed by Fred Zinneman. 1953.
118 minutes. NR.
Frank Sinatra is a legend in his own time
and beyond. Whether it's crooning out hit
platters like "My Way" and "New York, New
York" or starring in runaway blockbusters
like Around the World in 80 Days and-John- ny
Concho, the Chairman of the Board
is loved by millions. Ah, but it wasn't always
thus! From 1948 to 1952 01' Blue Eyes was
suffering from career doldrums. When his
golden voice mysteriously disappeared in
1948 his movie career evaporated with it.
Luckily, the man known as "The Voice"
was married to actress and siren Ava Gardner
at the time. Gardner, using all her Hollywood
clout, was able to secure Sinatra a role in the
movie From Here to Eternity. In the film, set
outstanding in the bill of the evening's per-
formance. It was an unsettling dance that
forced the audience to think about the nature
of a variety of emotions: Kenyon Graduate
Ted Manley '86 returned to Kenyon to per-
form his solo "Circular Variations." This
dance was the most professional of all the
dances. However Manley seemed to be miss-
ing the emotion that transforms a good piece
into a great one.
The finale of the evening was Doris Hum-
phrey's "Shakers" which was reconstructed by
Professor Maggie Patton. This is an example
of the great classical modern dance. Patton
successfully reconstructed this dance cat-
ching the essence of the Shakers. This piece
was especially worthy because it showed off
the strength of the male dancers at Kenyon.
The live music added greatly to the piece and
was performed by Caroline Clark and Chris
Lorraine.
The technical staff of this dance concert
did a great job. Among those who were not
thanked for all their hard work at the recep-
tion follnwino thp roncert were Karen Rilev.
Michele Kjorlien, Amy Lanz, Andrea Ver-iie- r,
Dave Cotnll, Rob Schroder, Andy
Berghausen, Nellie Kurtzman and Tondelaya
Dumas and Amy Klein. Unfortunately we
will be saying a fond fare-thee-w- ell to
graduating seniors, Jean Bayless, Vicki
Kinsey, Ruth Warmer, Tom Morris, Sophia
Heller, Shelly Rankin and to sophomore
Catherine Stewart.
right before the invasion of Pearl Harbor,
Sinatra plays Pvt. Angelo Maggio, a street-raise- d
alley-rabb- it educated in the bowels of
Little Italy. This was the role Sinatra was
bred to play. The Movie Academy agreed
and rewarded him with an Oscar for Best
Supporting Actor.
Some critics, obviously jealous of the
multi-talente- d Sicilian, claimed that Sinatra
not only manipulated the so-call- ed Mafia in
getting him the role of Maggio, but also the
coveted golden statuette.
From Here to Eternity is a good-tim- e
movie which includes Burt Lancaster and
Montcomery Clift in a somewhat disrupting
subplot to the Sinatra storyline. Anyway, see
the movie which put the "sin" in Sinatra!
Mario Oliverio, II
GREAT
Presents
Godspell
The GREAT Theater Company will
present its premiere production : o
Godspell tonight thru Saturday iiv
Rosse Hall. Godspell stars a cast of
thousands so come out and see all of
your friends! The musical is based
upon the Gospel according to the Book
of Matthew. Tickets are $1.00 for
students and $3.00 for the public.
Don't miss it!
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Tennis Teams Stomp Foes in Tourneys; Eye NCAC's
Earing crucial stretches in their schedules,
borfi the men's and women's tennis teams
played some of their best matches last
weekend. The Lords traveled to Kalamazoo
for the GLCA tournament and finished
second in a tough field while the women
crushed three nationally ranked teams at the
Midwest Invitational.
The Ladies basically assured themselves of
an invitation to the national tournament by
defeating St. Olaf, Wisconsin-Whitewate- r,
and St. Benedict by identical 6-- 3 scores.
These wins, coupled with a 9-- 0 thrashing of
NCAC foe Oberlin, pushed the Ladies
overall record to 12-- 1. The Oberlin win gives
Kenyon, which is ranked fourth in the nation,
a perfect 4-- 0 NCAC mark.
At the Midwest tourney, played in Madi-
son, Wisconsin, senior Lynn Schneebeck,
junior Grace Gardner, and sophomore Tia
Tartaglione all went undefeated in their mat-
ches. On the week, Gardner and Schneebeck
each managed four singles wins and then
teamed up for the same number of doubles
victories. Tartaglione was 3-- 0 at four singles
and came through with some inspirational
comebacks.
"Tia came back from 5-- 2 in the third set of
one match," noted Head Coach Scott
Thielke, "and then she won after being down
4-- 0 in a tie breaker of the third. She just had
tremendous finishes."
Thielke also pointed out that the team did
so well in their singles matches that they won
them early and this allowed him to experi-
ment in the doubles competition. This truly
shows the depth and potential that the team
has as they look to improve on their fourth
place finish at nationals last year.
But before the team can worry too much
about the NCAC's and the nationals, they
must first look at a grueling road trip this
weekend which sends them to Trenton State
and Skidmore. Both these teams have been
nationally ranked throughout the season, so
these should be ideal tests.
Travelling without Thielke, who spent the
weekend with the women, the Lords finished
higher than they ever have at the GLCA
regional tournament. Despite coming away
with no individual winners, the team scored
five seconds and a third as they racked up
enough points for second place.
The finish was particularly sweet because
the Lords placed ahead of Denison for the
Track Finishes Strong at Heidelburg
By Priscilla Perotti
Last Saturday's track meet at Heidelburg
College in Tiffin, Ohio took a lot longer than
planned, but for the Lords and Ladies, the
wait was well worth it.
The Lords fifth place finish out of fifteen
teams was the best they've done yet. Coach
Gomez felt that the NAIA competition and
the size of the meet had a lot to do with their
success. The Ladies also faired well, placing
seventh out of fifteen teams.
Apparently, watching Jeff Katowitz's na-
tional qualifying javelin throw of 213 feet 2
inches, was like watching the first plane in
flight. Once the javelin left Katowitz's hand,
the crowds became almost completely silent
until the javelin hit the ground forty feet far-
ther than the distance of the nearest com-
petitor's throw. No-on- e suspected such an
awesome throw which established a new meet
record by thirty-fiv- e feet. It's a good thing
that all heads were turned towards his throw
as it came very close to spearing some un-
suspecting bystanders.
Mark Speer also had a good day, placing
first in the high jump with a safe 6'4" jump,
four inches higher than the second place
jump. Speer also won the 110 meter high
hurdles with a PR time of 14.6 seconds.
Speer also ran on the fourth place 1600 meter
relay team accompanied by Ken Cole, Mark
Day and John Hanicak who all got PR splits.
Contributing to the success of the teams
were the many personal records made by
both the Lords and Ladies squads. As well as
their 1600 meter relays PRs, Hanicak PRed
in the long jump and the 400 meter run. Day
and Alec Novak PRed in the 400 meter run
also.
On the distance side, Charlie Jacobs cruised
with a 10K time of 35:36, beating his previous
PR by 47 seconds. Scott McKissock thought
his 3000 meter PR time of 10:35 was "fine
and dandy" and hopes to better it next week
to qualify for conference.
Kevin Handel also had a fine day as he
PRed in both the 1500 meter run and the 800
meter run. Handel hopes to qualify for con-
ference next week by cutting four seconds
from his 800 meter time of 2:04. Following
Handel in the 1500 meter run were Terry
Milner, who had a season best and has been
looking increasingly better in practice, and
Justin Lee, who PRed by five seconds. Milner
cut off thirty seconds from his 5000 meter
time which makes conference cuts look pretty
good for him.
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Rugby Remains Undefeated
The Women's Rugby Club began its spring
season with a 12-- 4 victory over Hiram and
continued on undefeated against Denison
this past weekend.
Previously considered the rugger's arch
rival, in the words of one player, "We traun-che- d
them, Denison has fallen by the way
side."
As the game began, the sidelines were filled
with parents who braved the elements to
watch their kids show their stuff. Junior Jen
Pearce had her best game ever scoring just
five minutes into the half, and then out
maneuvered the grasps of Denison again to
make Kenyon's second try.
Her energy inspired the team, mainly com-
prised of new players, to pull together and
give it their all. Soon after, senior Jen Topor
left the visitors in the dust as she scored, ,
bringing Kenyon to a 12-- 0 lead at the half.
The Ladies carried on strong into the se-
cond half, never once allowing Denison the
opportunity to score. Senior Kris Wheaton
stopped them in their tracks with hard tack-
ling, while freshman Becky Little was
responsible for a great part of Kenyon's ad-
vancing with her unbelievable speed.
Six season player Connie Connick, a
junior, made the final try of the game win-
ding up a 16-- 0 home team victory.
Following the game, Kenyon hosted Deni-
son at their traditional rugger fiesta complete
with song, drink, boat and bat races. Much
fun was had by all, especially Denison (and
rightfully so after such a loss) who did not
leave until 5 p.m. Hmmm . . . They'll have
their chance at the Ladies again in two weeks
on their home turf.
Clara Campbell stretches high for a serve in the
Ladies' recent home victory over Oberlin.
first time in at least ten years.
"Nobody in the region picked us to pass
Denison," says Thielke. "I'm pleased because
they were challenging for a bid to nationals
and we pretty much knocked them out of
consideration."
All five of the second place finishes came
at the hands of the tournament's champion,
Kalamazoo. In singles play, senior Steve Oz-comer-
t,
freshman Will Lyon, and junior Rit
Zabel each advanced to the finals before faf.
ing. Ozcomert and senior Mike Sander;
teamed up for one doubles second t;ie
Zabel and Lyon scored the final second.
One of the few disappointments for Ken
yon came when sophomore Adam Wads-wort-
h
had his undefeated string broker,
Wadsworth, who had won fourteen straish'
matches, lost twice on the weekend, leai::
his mark at 16-- 2.
"I pity the dude I lost to," said a determir.ee
Wadsworth. "He's from Denison and I'mjus
going to have to go out get it back in the
NCAC's. He deserves a nice thrashing."
Added Thielke: "The streak was nice, bin
the loss may be good for him. Now he wor.'t
have to worry about it."
Although the Lords seem to have knocked
Denison off the invite list for the NCAA's,
they had little to no chance of getting into the
tourney going into the weekend and that still
holds true. But by beating Denison, the tea
now has confidence it can do it again, first in
a dual meet, then in the conference tourn-
ament.
"Winning the NCAC and finishing strew
would be a big plus for us," said Thielke.
"That would just cap the tremendous surss
the men have seen in the last three years."
Golf Hosts Tourney; Takes 2nd
By Hal Farling
Despite suffering a series of blows to the
Kenyon golf program last week, the team
licked its wounds and managed a second
place finish in the KenyonDenison Invita-
tional. Turning in a team score of 809, the
Lords were bested only by Walsh College's
squad, which fired an amazing 788 to take
possession of the highly coveted Floating Ball
Trophy.
The first half of the tournament was
hosted by Kenyon and was played Thursday,
at the exclusive Apple Valley Golf Club. A
course where the play is so limited that, prior
to the tournament, the Lords had been
welcomed there only twice this season.
This lack of play coupled with terrible
weather conditions did not facilitate an
auspicious start for the host team. For exa-
mple, standing in the teeth of the wind on the
par 3 seventh hole, Joe Fiedor was heard to
meekly exclaim, amid a host of expletives,"!
pounded that ball! That was the best shot of
my life! And it's only halfway there!"
However, despite these difficulties, the
Lords managed to stay in contention for the
second round, which was played at the Gra-
nville Country Club and was hosted b;
Denison. Friday seemed more to the Lords
liking as they ran past nationally ranked
see GOLF page eight
Lords and Ladies of the Week
Tennis
Steve Ozcomert, Bob Zabel and Will Lyon led the Lords to Kenyon's best finish ever ?t
the GLCA tournament. Each made it to the finals of their singles and doubles brackets
before settling for second place finishes.
Tia Tartaglione, Grace Gardner and Lynn Schneebeck went undefeated in three match:
at the Midwest Invitational as they led the team to three wins over nationally ranked
teams.
Lacrosse
Senior Chris Moyles shut down Wooster and Oberlin in goal during the week, registering a sa--
.
percentages over .700 in each contest.
Offensively, senior Jim Bancroft scored four times in two games wlule doing an outstanding ii
of clearing to lead the Lords.
On the defensive end, sophomore Jim Hebert helped shut down Denison and Cleveland withh.s
steady play.
Track and Field
Sophomore Jeff Katowitz set Kenyon, meet, and personal marks in qualifying for the national
meet in the javelin throw. He won the event by nearly forty feet.
Senior Morgan Thomas broke her personal best in the shot put by over four feet- -
Golf
Senior captain Tom Lah finished fourth individually in the KenyonDenison Invitational as he hi
the Lords to a second place finish.
Baseball
Junior Rich Martin led the Lords to three wins out of four this past weekend as he went 7 for l.;
at the plate, keyed several double plays and stole ten bases on the week.
o
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Lax Lords Hope to be "Late Bloomers;" Ladies on a Roll
By Chris Munster
With 6:13 left in the second quarter last
Wednesday, it was Kenyon 4, Bloomer 4.
Denison needed all four Dave Bloomer goals
in the first half to stay even with the Lords.
Denison eventually won 8-- 6 by scoring two
goals :31 seconds apart late in the fourth
quarter.
Facing their second nationally ranked op-
ponent of the year, the Lords once again
were in the game until the late going, where
Denison cashed in on good opportunities to
break open a tight 6-- 5 score entering the final
quarter. Terry Martin's goal with 3:20 re-
maining, his second of the game, was not
enough to rally the Lords against its tradi-
tional rival.
The long shadow of defeat that was cast
over the Lords was brightened somewhat by
the return of attackman Pat Madden,
who scored Kenyon's fourth goal of the first
half to give the Lords a short-live- d 4-- 3 advan-
tage. 2:15 later, Dave Bloomer tied the game
with his fourth goal of the half.
Despite the loss, Coach Bill Heiser kept up
his positive hopes for his team. "We played
very well in the first half in all phases of the
game."
The first half saw the Lords and Big Red
going goal for goal and hit for hit. Only once
did a team hold a lead for more than two
minutes in the first half. That was when Ken-
yon clung to its 2-- 1 lead for most of the
fourth quarter, and three minutes into the se-
cond quarter. Both teams used an aggressive
style to make sure the game didn't get out of
hand. This was probably the most physical
game of the year for Kenyon.
The difference was in the third quarter,
even though it might not have been reflected
on the scoreboard. The Big Red stifled the
home team's offense by employing full-fiel- d
pressure on the Lords' clearning opport-
unities. In fact, Denison held the ball for
more than ten minutes of the entire quarter.
Yet, they could not punch in anything against
the tight defense, led once again by sopho-
more goalie Chris Alpaugh. Coach Heiser
acknowledged that "the defense played really
well and Chris Alpaugh is helping us a great
deal this year."
However, with just :05 left in the third
quarter, Denison's relentless pressure paid
off. They took the lead for good at 6-- 5. The
Lords seemed deflated on the sidelines.
Coach Heiser had more post-gam- e analy-
sis. "The problems came on faceoffs and
clearing. Without these, we couldn't get the
ball to our offense." Coach Heiser found
many positive things, even in defeat. "We
snapped out of our offensive struggle. We
also played hard and together. But that
counts for only so much. Of course we want
to win, but don't overlook the effort."
The end of the week saw a much brighter
outcome as the Lords gave the parents a good
show by downing the Cleveland Club 15-- 7. It
was close early, however, as Coach Heiser
thought when the score was 4-- 1 early on, "Oh
no, they score a few goals and it's a game."
But he needn't worry; Kenyon outscored the
Club 5-- 2 over the remaining portion of the
first half and cemented its lead in the first
five minutes of the third quarter. This was a
breakthrough game for the Lords, perhaps,
as the attack did not dominate the scoring
column. "Jim Bancroft, Rich Ginsburg, and
Jim Johnston all had good offensive days,"
said Coach Heiser. "Balanced scoring will
help us the rest of the way." Defensively, Ken-
yon was led by the trio of Jim Hebert, Scott
Vincent, and Don Thomas, but the group of
the day might have been the "plaid" midfield
line of Sam Leaf, Ben Lee and Dave Sobel.
Sobel had his stick checked for an illegal
pocket after his first shift on the field. He
nearly made the Cleveland Club pay by put-
ting a shot past their goalkeeper a second
after time had expired.
Jason Bertsch starts a double play by flipping to
shellacking of Denison.
for the win.
John Rhoads led the Kenyon attack with
two hits and three RBI's, as he reached base
all three times up at bat, and scored two runs.
Nearly everyone got into the act offensively
as the Lords banged out nine hits in just four
innings.
Kenyon continued its offensive onslaught
in the fourth game with twelve hits, but was
unable to hold down Denison's offense, los- -
The Lords are now in the latter half of a
week off before Michigan State on Saturday
in East Lansing. Coach Heiser conferred that
"there is no problem with the long practice
week."
At 3-- 5, this is the crucial time of the year
for the Lords. Four straight wins put the
Lords at 7-- 5 and content with their season,
once again filled with injuries to key players.
Anything less, and the Lords look back on
moments like the Big Red scoring with just
:05 seconds to go in a quarter, or going into
the fourth quarter with the number one team
down by two, but leaving the field down by
five, or even the double overtime loss to
Notre Dame two Saturdays ago. Hopefully,
though, the Lords will be late bloomers.
Women's Lax
By Stacey Seesholtz
Ladies Lacrosse continues to maintain a
full schedule as they posted wins against op-
ponents from Wooster (13-5- ), Oberlin (6-4- ),
and an Allegheny club team (13-1- ), while
dropping a heartbreaking decision to
Denison University in the final minute of
competition on Monday.
Against Wooster, the Ladies were paced by
the duo of attack wing, Jessica Brown, and
first home, Tory Wright. Both turning in ex-
cellent performances while combining to
score nine of Kenyon's thirteen goals.
Brown tallied five and Wright four. Wright
also rounded out her stats by lending
assistance on two other scores.
At goalie an outstanding effort was
displayed by senior, Chris Moyles who pro-
tected the Ladies net by making fourteen of
nineteen saves on the day.
The key to the Ladies success against
Wooster was a result of Wooster's victory
when these two teams met last year.
Sophomore Beth Waldner explains, "last
Baseball Batters Rival Denison inWeekend Slugfest
By John Severin
The Lords baseball team's offense came
alive last weekend, exploding for thirty-nin- e
runs on thirty-seve- n hits as they took three
out of four games against local rival Denison.
Rich Martin lead the attack by going seven
for thirteen (.538), scoring five runs, and
stealing an incredible ten bases. The Lords,
as a team stole twenty-nin- e over the weekend.
In the first game, Kevin Martin pitched a
complete game, giving up five runs while
gaining the victory. Senior Jim Bush, replaci-
ng injured Nick Riggs at the leadoff spot,
scored three runs, each one without the
benefit of a hit, as he walked four times.
"I could care less if I get another hit all
season, if I can get on base like I did today,"
said the Lords leading scorer, "My job now is
to get on base and score runs any way that I
can." He did just that, reaching base nine
times, on three hits, and scoring nine runs.
The Lords came from behind to win in
game two, scoring four runs in the fifth inn-
ing to win 4-- 1. Matt Rosenberger pitched a
five hitter, going all the way for his second
win of the season. Rosenberger struck out an
eye popping nine batters. This brings his
team leading total to twenty nine. Pete
Harper got the game winning RBI, with a
bases loaded pinch hit single in the fifth inn-
ing.
The Lords won the third game 12-- 0 in a
game that was called in the fifth because of
the ten run rule. Dave Adams held Denison
to just three hits and no runs in five innings
1 1
2
, S ""- -
second baseman Rich Martin during a 12-- 0
ing 16-1- 5.
Other highlights of the series were Josh
Webber's fine play, as he ripped out three
hits, to keep his average at .333, which places
him fifteenth among all NCAC hitters, and
Jason Bertsch's hitting streak, as he hit safely
in all four games.
The Lords travel to play Jefferson Tech to-
day and then on the Case Western Reserve
for a weekend series.
season they Wooster brought our level of
play down and took advantage of that for the
win." This year the Ladies knew what to ex-
pect and were able to maintain their high
level of strength and intensity throughout the
game to secure their win.
Although the playing conditions were
questionable, due to the snow that had
fallen, the Ladies maintained sure footing in
the NCAC as they stopped Oberlin for the se-
cond time in two weeks last Saturday.
The underclassmen led by example as
freshmen Kristen Schelter scored three goals
on as many shots, while assisting on two
others, and sophomore Ashley Dimond not-
ched a pair of assists in this contest. Once
again goaltender Chris Moyles steadied the
Ladies effort by stopping ten of the
Yeowomen's attempts on goal.
Coming off this short win streak the Ladies
were out to avenge an early season loss to the
Denison team. Representative of the team's
game attitude is sophomore Liz Bell, "We
were mentally prepared, and emotionally
psyched for the game against Denison. After
an upsetting loss in the first round of games
(against Denison), we had rallied to a win
streak which allowed us the confidence we
needed to come back and beat them."
Unfortunately, this confidence would not
be enough to carry the Ladies to their much
desired victory. The ladies came out strong in
the first half leading Denison at the halfway
mark with a score of 7-- 4. With a drop in play--in- g
intensity the Ladies luck ran out as they
fouled with 60 seconds remaining on the
clock with the score knotted at nine apiece.
This foul opened the door to give Denison a
free position on goal which they converted
for the winning point, handing Kenyon an
emotional 9-1- 0 loss.
Despite the loss, Coach Moore praised her
team's performance against Denison, "This
game is the result of a team effort, Kenyon
see WOMEN'S LAX page eight
NOTES
The 1st annual Squash Club Tourna-
ment will be played today at the Ernst
Center squash courts. The finalists are
junior Jeff Alpaugh vs. freshman Will
Lyon. A field of 32 students and pro-
fessors started play in the single elim-
ination tournament which began in Feb-
ruary. In addition to today's final, a
ladder of the school's top 15 squash
players has been made.
Recently, the men's soccer team travel-
ed to Illinois to compete in the Illinois
Benedictine Indoor Soccer Tourna-
ment and came home with the first-pla- ce
trophy. The Lords gave up just
one goal in five games as they managed
two wins and three ties. In addition to
tying Benedictine, Wheaton, and
North Central, Kenyon scored im-
pressive wins over DePauw and
Rockford to secure the championship.
Both Rockford and DePauw were
ranked in the top 20 nationally during
the outdoor season this past Fall.
Track
continued from page six
. Also hoping to qualify for conference are
Rich Binzley and Tom Klein who both got
personal bests in the 5000 meter run.
For the women's team Stasha Wyskiel's
amazing 128'8" javeline throw was not a PR,
yet it established a new meet record. Wyskiel
also placed fifth in the shotput with a throw
of 34'4" followed by Morgan Thomas who
PRed with 29'9". Danni Davis placed in two
events also, claiming a third in the 1 10 meter
high hurdles and sixth in the 400 meter in-
termediate hurdles. Both were personal bests.
Sue Melville PRed in both the 1500 meter
run, by fifteen seconds, and in the 800 meter
run. Tracey Fatzinger ran the 3000 meter run
in 11:23 beating her personal best by twenty
seconds. Fatzinger has already qualified for
conference. Karen Adams should be coming
back next week to qualify for conference
also.
Three Gasolines: Super Cetron, Cetron, Oclron
Nitrex MPG Motor Oil
Atlas Tires
A tlas Batteries r--i iCampus Sonio
Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier 427-331- 0
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Barber
continued from page three
of the American people and their civic apathy
are, for Barber, the result of the represen-
tative system. The founders were afraid of
creating an impassioned mass; now Barber is
wondering how we can incite a little passion
in a passionless people. The extent of our
civic duty is our visit to the election box once
a year (for some only once every four years).
We either like what the representative has
done or we do not. We have reduced
democracy to a spectator sport, where we oc-
casionally check on the players (represen-
tatives) to make sure they are playing right.
- Alright, but so what? So what if we are
apathetic; maybe it's better in a complicated
world to leave the politics to the politicians?
Barber answered that an apathetic citizen-
ry is the best friend to tyranny. We will lose
our capacity to protect the rights of those
who are subject to inequality. Freedom re-
quires work, commitment, and involvement.
It is much easier to live under a dictatorship,
but you lose your freedom. Thus, in the long-ru- n,
without the exercising of our political
muscle, we will lose it completely. In his lec-
ture, Barber offered little in the way of solu-
tions concerning our civic apathy, but these
may be found at the end of his book Strong
Democracy.
Barber attributes U.S. civic apathy to the
representational system as established by the
Constitution in that it encourages political
deference. Yet, this deferring to politicians or
statesmen surely did not take hold im-
mediately after the representational system
was instituted. As Barber points out, there
was during the time of independence a notion
of citizenship that included not only one's
own self-intere- st but that of the common
good. Self-intere- st was inherently tied to the
group, compelling one into civic life. The
deep divisions between private and public life
that are so prevalent today were absent then.
There must be another piece missing from the
puzzle, which helped to cause or encourage
our disinterest in engaging in public activity.
Possibly the Industrial Revolution? Through-
out Barber's lecture, issues of political
economy were lightly treated if not dismiss-
ed. Although Barber does see capitalism as
encouraging privatism, he feels that problems
of political apathy do not necessarily result
from a particular economic system. Yet, he
does admit that consumerism has turned
political activity into a commodity market.
Politicians sell themselves and we buy them.
Our activism is usually limited to what we can
get from the government, and not what we
can do. Barber sees the human soul or spirit
as needing more than the fulfillment of its
greedy self interest and craving the ability to
expand beyond itself, and it is on this aspect
of the human self that Barber's optimism for
the future rests. We would do well to ques-
tion such optimism by more thoroughly
analyzing issues of political economy as they
relate to modern democracy.
Librarian Corrects Collegian Statistics
To the Editor:
The article on Jacob Holdt's lecture con-
tains four pieces of statistical data. Three of
the four are incorrect. The worst is the state-
ment that most people who are poor are
black. In fact, of the over 32 million poor
people in 1986, only 28 were black. What
should have been said is that 31 of blacks
are poor, as compared to 11 of whites.
The article also states that median income
of blacks fell from 63 of white median in-
come in the 1970's, to its current level of 56
of white median income. During the 1970's
median family income for blacks varied from
57 to 62 of median family income for
whites. It stands currently at 57 of that of
whites. Median household income varied
from 58 to 61 and stands at 58.
The crime rate has actually been dropping.
It was at its highest of 59 per 1,000 people in
1982, but had fallen to 55 per 1,000 people by
1986. It is, however, true that the number of
crimes has risen, but population has risen
faster.
The one correct statistic is that the prison
population is increasing.
In the future, I would be delighted to assist
Collegian reporters in verifying statistical
data.
Sincerely,
Carol A. Singer
Government Documents Librarian
Woodsy Owl says
Injuries Hurt!
Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Can YOU hold your liquor?
. . . and what's going on while you hold
it?
Kenyon's Drug and Alcohol Program
Board is sponsoring an appearance by one of
Ohio's leading authorities on Alcoholism. He
speaks to crowds of widely varying age and
background, and plans to discuss personal
experiences, but he requests that his identity
be withheld until his arrival. The discussion
will take place in Pierce Lounge during Com-
mon Hour on Tuesday, April 26th. So stop
by before lunch and find out how well your
answer to our questions fits with the experts.
Comps
continued from page two
than the actual work we do. As sympathetic
as we are to psychology's struggle for
legitimacy (having struggled ourselves) we
feel that comps is an inappropriate area in
which to wage that struggle.
There is the possibility that approximately
50 of psych majors really don't care about
comps, that that many fails are warranted,
that no one has deserved distinction in the
past 7 years. Personally, I don't believe that.
But if it is true, then it seems that the fault
does not solely lie with the students. It is also
caused by the excessive criticalness of the
department. If the best you can hope for is a
pass, then why bother to try to do better than
'pass' work? The standards the department
Golf
continued from page six
Denison and Ohio Wesleyan.
The team was led by senior captain Tom
Lah, who fired an 82 and a 75, which was
good for a fourth place 157 over the two day
tourney. Close behind Lah was the freshmen
sensation trio of Matt Alcorn, Alex Hinrichs,
and Andrew Art. Kenyon's answer to
Denver's Three Amigos shot 159, 161, and
164 respectively.
Joe "Danny Terrio" Fiedor overcame his
seventh hole impotency and danced his way
to a 167.-Roundi- ng out the starting six for the
Lords was Doug Bayuk, who would have
been low medalist if it wasn't for his affinity
for three-puttin- g.
The team's strong finish was accomplished
despite the critical absence of Hal Farling and
John J. Doyle IV. Farling was lost earlier in
the week to the ranks of I.M. Softball and
Freas
continued from page one
will demonstrate that same degree of ex-
cellence on the playing fields. I am impressed
with the quality of coaches now at Kenyon,
and I hope I can help them bring the College
to the pinnacle of success for elite liberal arts
colleges in the country. I will also work
diligently to get the community involved in
Kenyon's activities, physical education pro-
gram, and athletics."
Freas earned his doctorate in physical
education and athletic administration from
the University of Iowa. He obtained his
master's and bachelor's degrees in physical
education from Springfield College, where he
graduated magna cum laude. He was further
honored as the college's outstanding graduate
in physical education. Well known for his ex-
pertise in sports marketing, he has con-
tributed articles and spoken widely on the
subject.
Freas will take up his duties at Kenyon on
July 1, 1988.
Women's Lacrosse
continued from page seven
played an outstanding game as they led 7-- 4 at
halftime over a team that had previously
beaten them by a final of 8-1- 5.
To round out this four game schedule Ken-
yon took an easy victory over an inexperienc-
ed Allegheny club team. To compensate for
the difference in skill levels between the two
teams, Kenyon played with their left hand up
on the stick, instead of using the customary
grip which features the right hand on top.
Varsity scorers were led by Leah Hoffman,
has set are self-defeati- ng and it seems ah:
that professors have not recognized if
Psychology itself can explain it. When li-positi- ve
reinforcement and a great deal r
aversive punishment is given, rates c
behavior decrease. The parallel is this, y
'distinctions' and 'high passes' have effecti'.i
ly squelched most psych majors' drive to p'C.
duce high quality work. I ask that
psychology department recognize the vicio
circle that professors and students ha.
created together and take steps to eradi;a-- .
it.
Sincerely,
Sonya Kranwinkel
n 1 r .uvyic wiuiurew irom last weekend s pla,
order to formulate a nuclear weapons poi.
As if these setbacks weren't enough,;-tea- m
was also shocked by Coach Bill "fe
Brown's announcement that he would
leaving at the end of the year. The tear'
reaction to Brown's decision was best e-
xpressed by Tom Lah in the press cor.:-.-.-- .,
following Saturday's round. Waving t
fourth-plac- e plaque high overhead, a tear-eye- d
Lah dedicated the plaque to his coa::
and blubbered, "We're going to miss l-gu- y."
Well said, Tom.
However, there is still golf to be played:
the Brown-er- a as the team travels to ft:
tenberg this weekend. The pep rally will
held in the Benson Bowl, Friday, 8-1- 2. Doo-prize- s
to this week's tournament will k
awarded.
Klein
continued from page two
sonal tranquility if it is bought by avoid;:
painful issues? While everyone is entitled ::
their opinions, I think college should be:
place where opinions are placed under son
question, especially those ingrained by so;1:- -
ty.
There are those who may have tired of;i"
debate: they say it has been spoken out -t- -'
they are wrong. The incidence of harassrr,::
against those apparently in support e:
GayLesbian Rights has risen; people
ing black have been verbally abused. Pr-
ofessor Bennett found the word "Faget"n;:r
on his door (the misspelling points to a fa;-t- y
member). How much can this be dist 'i
uished from someone writing "Nigger" on;
black professor's door?
I am glad that the administration has s
clearly taken this stand against such a-
ltitudes.
Sincerely,
Thomas Klein '90
scoring three goals, as Kenyon ran the su':
to 7-- 0 in the first half.
In the second half the J.V. squad tool:-fiel- d
for the Ladies holding steady ground:.
Kenyon as they tallied six shots, while all;
ing Allegheny but one score.
The Ladies challenge Wittenburg todij
the outcome as forecasted by Tory
predicts another victory for the Ladies,"
have beaten them once, and if we play like ;
did against Denison and Wooster tic-- '
should turn out fine."
THE WEATHER VANE
GAMBIER
